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FOREWORD

In late 1975 the Mental Health Program'oft)e Southern Regional Education
Board receiveda.grant (No. 1-T15-MH14098) from the Continuing Education Branch
of the Neiional'Institute of Mental Health to strengthen continuing education
'for mental health'throughout the 14 states of the South. The project conducted
a survey df continuing.education activities then underway in the professional

4001,' schodls, professional societies and mental health agencies (both state and
.community) of the South to learn more of the needs and problems which are being
!ericountered. Responses brought out that there were several areas of general

s 'concern: funding; needs assessment; evaluation; gaining sanction for continuing
education; credentialing; greater clarification of continuing. ducetion respon-
sibilitiessibilitiep between the prdfessional schools, the professional Societies and
Mental heal)h agencies; continuing educatio,n for paraprofessionals; and continu-

e ing educatiQn foi community Caregivers: 4

. \
. .

.W....
'

.

,

-. ;

%
I

' 'A major stratigy of the project has been to appoint task forces of small

. grOupsiof knowledgeable persons to explore some of_these issues in detail and
tti prepare'guideline publications which might be of use. to per is presently
responsible for conducting. continuing education programs in mental hgalth or for
,those .-persons who might be coming into Positions where they w0.1 be developing
programs in the future.,

. \ .
.

, 1 1. -

I
.1°

We_are grateful_to._ the If:embers of_thetask force_who.helped,to devel p
theSe guidelinei in the uses of individualized and fixed curriculum appro ches
to contindingedutation in mental health and to the NationalInstitute of Mental
Health for support df-this entire project.

4 :

rt-
Harold L. McPheeters, M.D.
Director, Commission_on, Mental
Health and Human Services

.

FranceS--R. Todd, Project Director
Continuing Education'in Mental
Health.in the South
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INTRODUCTION

Until'recently there has ,been little,systemattc attention-toQentlnuing

dutation in mental health. The field has traditionally been led by a handful

of major professions (psychiatry, psychology, social work and nursing), each of

whichtrained and certified individuald with no concern for future change or

development.- HOwever, the past ten years have seen great changes in the tech-

nolOgy and concepts of mental health. There are now new treatment methodologies

(e:g..,,newIllosyChOtropic medications; behavior tipera0y, reality therapy), new

modes of service delivery (e.g., consultation, education, community planning),
1

anenew administrative forms (e.g., community mental health centers, alcohol and

drug abiase programs, social rehabilitation programs and hot lines). It has

beCome necessary to establish a range of continuing education programs to help

staff persons at all levels to keep up-to-date with the new technologies and to

help them function effectively in the delivery programs and agencies.

There have been sporadic continuing education programs carried out by various

.
,

:.. parts of the mental health manpower system aver the 4 past fifty years. Most
: ,

. . JO
°

nenl of these efforts were the scientific programvna journals of the professional,
.

r

societies.- These were conceptualized more as scientific sessions concerned pith
, .

_

new scientific
.

and clinical discoveries than as continuing' con-
-, , , /.

cerned with helping practitioners solve their practice problemss but they were the
)

*best that was available. There were also periodic lecture series conducted by.'
A ,

professionalleehoolg fOr practicing Trofessionald, but they were rare. None of



these programs paid much attention to educational issues,and none was accredited

or awarded, certificates of credits.

-

Today the situation is much_more complicated. In response to. changes in

-2.
lthe mental health delivery system and the pressures from thitd party. payers and

(1\

government for quality assurance, a bewildering array of continuing education
`4.

prograis in mental health hai developed.. Some are sponsored by professional,.

societies, some by professional schools, some by operating agencies and some by

making groups or voluntary associations. Some are long-term, others are

shortl=term. Some are accredited and award certifical,,while others do not.

A

the remain focused onescientific lectures which are conducted exclusively for
# -

members of a single profession. Others'use experiential learning techniqueg and

are more directed_to improVing the delivery programs for multidisciplinary pro-
.

grams, With all of this activity there hhs been little attention to the means
0

of coordinating and relating all'of this continuing education to the broad

4 , ,

field -of mental health-- a delivery- system made- up of-many professions, agencies

.1

and caregivers using a wide range of technologies and delivery forms.

In theOfield of.adult and.cOntinuing education there are two distInEtive

approaches to,planning and conducting continuing education.' One of' these is the

traditional educational approach of having a fixed curriculum in which the goals

and objectives, content and learning experiences are set forth in relatively

_

standard packag es which are applied, fb all enrolled learners. The other approach

is a more individualized'curriculum in which the goals and objectives are.set

forth in rather-specific terms, but the learning ekperiences.and time frames are
1,*

varied according to thc,needs of the individual learners. Each approach hasits

pialloxents. ActualIy both have their place in continuing education in mental
. _

2
6



health. However, there are few guidelinLe for the educational planner to use in,

deciding whi.ch approach ismore,appropriate for which situation. There are times

when the two approaches overlip"and blend. The.Purpose thisioublication is to

,4fexplore some of the indications` y limitations of each of these approaches for

contingeducation in Mental health.

,

-

It
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DEFINITAONS

For purposes of this report it is desirable to age.e upon thNdefinition of.
4 4

,certain terms-so that we can "box the compass'.' for further discussions.

Among key terms are:

..

Continuing Education -- any systematic learning experiences
needed to improve, modify or update one's knowledge, skills-

g(

or values in areas of 'professional or Ocdupational pra tice.

Thisdefinition differs from those used'in'other publicatiqns. Some defini-

tions 'include the notion of'arli kind of life-long learning in the concept of
V

-continuing educatiod (i.e.,learning to play, golf, to appre.diate art or'to raise

orchids). The definition for' purposei of this publication,- is- limited to pro-
,

fessiorial or occupational practice.
J

Other 'authors would limit the 'definition to formally accredlted rograms,

1

or even fo programs sponsored by colleges or universities. The definition used

here is not so- restrictive, but also includes programs sponsored by operating

agencies, professional societies or private and voluntary associations. This

definition also includes regular reading programs and programmed instruction

materials, but not casual readings or attendance at professional sbciety business

meetings.-

elialugted

education

a

Thelearning,experience does. not need to be accredited or systematically

to meet this definition, although it is desirable that any continuing

program be assessed.

5
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as

Mental Hearth -- the field of knowledge acid applied

techniques which is concerned with mental and emotional
health and illness of the population and the social
systems which help those who function poorly to enhance

their psycho:..social functioning.

I

This includes allof the areas of mental illness, mental retardation, emo-

tional disturbance,'alcohol and drug A
*

buse, as well as prevention of these

conditions-and promotion of the mental health of the popUlation at large. If

-is not restricted to what mental health'agencies and thgir staffs do, but extends

to any activities of other community agentsor agencies which affect the,mental

health of the people. It encompasses at'least three major areas of competence:

Clinical knowledge and skills about the causes and

diagnoses of'various emotional of mental disabilities
and the skills to ifttervene on behalf of individuals

or small groups.

This is the area of professional competence that is
traditionally offered in pre-professional training and

: in. continuing education. It-1S a basic and essential.

aspect of mental health practice, bueit-is often. not

_sufficient_ta provide for the efficient delivery of

mental health services.

Knowledge and skills for the delivery of mental health
services to client's and Communities:

These service delivery. skills go-beyond the basic clinical
skills-of diagnosis End treatment and include such compe-

tencies as prevention,, mental -health-education, Consultation,

add rehabilitation. 'They also include such concepts as the

use of(teams; community process *ills, assuring patient
compliance and maintaining support systems for clients who
have been released from acute treatment but still require ex-

tentive assistance in order to flinction in the community.

Knowledge and skills'for administration of programs, funds,

and personnel to deliver mental health services.,

Most mental health professionals (and' even paraprofessionals)

soon find themselves ifivolvgein adthinistrative or supervisory

_responsibilities for units Of programs or for entire programs.

Often these persons have administrativeror supervisory respon-
sitilities in addition to their clinical and service delivery

6
9



. duties. Very few pre-professional training programs prepare
their graduates for any kind of adm4nistrtiVe skills. This
area is left,either to continuing education or to the "school' 'o
of hard knooks."

The four major component actors in the. mental health continuing education

. .

im ate: a) 'the

0

professional
.
schools, b) the professional societies, c) the

.
.

o erating mental health agencies, and d) private and voluntary groups. They

,

real,1 relative newcomers to the field of continuing education -- a field which

itself is new and not yet well conceptualized.

Academia -- the formally structurecIeducational system.

This includes aIr components in public and private colleges and universities,

community colleges, and technical centers, as well as governing bodies, such as

boardsof higher education. The professional schools of the niajormental health

profespions=are usually located in universities or colleges.

Professions -- organizations of profeSstonal, technical or
occupational groups focused'on the improvement of their
members individually and collectively.

ff
si

Often the professions are strongly oriented to political-advocacy and pro-

.. ..

tection of theit prerogattvesI , but they are also.oriented to the betterment of
,. .-

4-: J

their members through scientific programt, journals, training endeavors and

certification and licensure,activities. This definition iAcludes paraprofessional 46

organizations' and affiliated organizations, such as the Americah Public Welfare

Association, the Americah Public Health Association, or the AMericah Association

on Mental Deficiency., .

.

Agencies -- formally structured' organizations which
deliver mental he4lth services.

9
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The uSual'proyider agencies of mental health services are state mental

health agencies, community mental health centers, mental hospitals,'schools for

the retarded, alcohol and drug prograMs, children's programs and counseling

center-S. In addition/to these, Health Systemis Agencies; Professional Standards'

Review Organizations, and mental health associations might be considered to be

agencies. The term includes public, iiivate and voluntary organizations, which.
. *

4,
.

. .

are concerned about the ability, of their staffs to carry out the clinical; .
-

.

b 4N'.

..

.
. .-.* .

programmatic and administrative, fuhctiOns for which- they are responsible.
;

-
The Private and Voluntary 'Sector -- those individuals,

companies and Proprietary groups'which'prdvide continuing

.education on a profit-making or cost basis.

This refers to firms and private cons44ants which sponsor workshops, media
. ,

functions, programmed instruction antr'aining conferences. It includes private.

I*

t

consultants, pharmaceutical corporations, profit oriented institutes, proprietary
%.

.

educational organizations and associations, such as.theAmerican Management ---''
. 4,

Association, which haye other.purposes but'which also sponsor continuing,.educa-
.

tion programs on a cost or profit-making basis.

The private and voluntary sectors are not a part of the official system, but

'they haVe come into being to meet Current demands. It is impoK.tant that their

I
role be More sharply defined and recognized by persons in the official system.'

Competency -- the ability-to perform a specified skill',,

task, activity or function at a defined level of adequacy.

This definition stresses the notion of performance which requires. k owledge,

combined with some action. The action requires skills and probably a value base

F
(e speci ally in human service.work) in order to translate theknowledge into,

appropriate performance.
8 11 64.
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L
In.this document'the word competency,tarappl.y to elements of clinical

4

practice, service delivery or progra' administration: Far these competencies

the leafner must have the requisite knowledge, theory, principles and conceptQ.,

but he has not demonstrated competence
r

-

based on that knowledge.'

until he'has performed'tasksCor functions

CUrriCillUM -- a particular course of etudy.

. ,

t

This definition frequentlys but not necessarily, implies a fixed schddule

of didactic exercises. directed to a specific set of objectives. In
0

the trati--

tiotial sense a curriculum is heavily.oriented to a pattern of academic facts,

theories, principles and concepts which all students'are expected to master on,
.

'a test. At the extreme this:is represented by the college'ourriculum which

obligates each student to take certain required courses and' istributional

4

/ .
. .

requirements even though he may already have competence
.

in some of those subjects..
1 .

4*

A broader concept of curriculum'ipcludes the whole body of ',earning ex-
, -... ,

-

periences offered to the student. These include social learning and value
,,

'clarification related toperforpance as Well,as the knowledge and skill components., '

0 . '- v....
.1.,

p.
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t and not qo well for othersitor to. quote an exprestion often used by,urgeons,

;' '4

"There are certain procedures pat work well-in my, hands.'

1

12 ,

UNIQUE NEEDS FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION IN,XENTAL HEALTH

. . ; ' - ,. . .
. .

.

Itany.of the traditional concepts of education grew from the need to halle
4

.

Students mas ter 'specific skills which were feleto be'needed by ,everyone and

"which requited relatively standard performance by all studenZts. This was true

of reading, writing and arithmetic in the elementary schools. It is oftpn,

typical of adult basic education in which the goal is the teaching of basic

literacy ,or retraining in specific motor Skills for new jobs.

However, as one moves to cOntinfiing education for the professions, the

situation. becomes more complex The ,knowledge base and the skill base become

A

N , . )
. more complicated. .Xhere are man combinations of ways in which the' professional

k

worker may satisflctorily solve problems. There is often no single ri ght or

wrong way, but rather there are methods whilh work well for certain practitioners

,

.
N '0

Iii-,:th-e-fieldofmentarbbaltlithitindividnalixation-beeties-even-ae

, ....

1, e
, .

L
,

sirgnificant
..

becguse mental health work depends so much oh the use

41..

,

.

ofkhis Or her Own personality and style to accoiplish the therapeutic results.
-...

To be sure, there is a knoWledge base end a skill base, tut these are applied

through individual practitioners. 'the knowiedge'and skills are passed through

the lens, of such individual's personality and value system:- It is inappropriate

to teach just one right way rather,- what -is the best way for each individual

,

iv 13
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practitioner to help his or her clients or td administer his or her program

r.

1*k

ghoulkbe explored. Competence in mental health is such an individual matter

a
,. that it is difficult to fit into the Standard educational fraMework.

4In addition, of course; each worker faces a different set of problemp and

,:needs.ln. the patients fie 'or she serves'. Each patient presents as .complex and '

uniquesset of problems, no two of which are likely to be the-.same. This is

different from the situatiwhiEh'is likely to pre;ail in much,of Industry

,where each item manufactured or serviced is expected to fit standard. In the:

. .

human services the worker needs to leargyhat makes him better able to so ye

his clients problems, rather than to carry out certain preordained tasks. For

those aspects-of a worker's job which require a specifid body of knowledge

or specific skills, a certain level of structured training should be retained,

bpt even this should be flexible enough to relate to the individual needs-o

both the worker and the clients.
I-

The situation regarding continuing education in the field of mental, health

is further compdticated by the fact that some of the major needs which must be'

addressed through continuing education are thbse of: a) the-delivery of mental

health services, and b) the administration of mental health.programs. Both of

these are derived from basic clinical knowledge and skills, but th involve

creative_ways of delivering that body of-knowledge and skills pot throilgh

s

direct patient services, but through consultation, education, teams,of workers,

, and organized programs and agencies. Basic professional education provides a

good basic education for direct patierit. care, but gives little attention to, the

complexities of the delivery System,apd the administration'of that systei.

:c"/

I
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these tasks remain for continuing education, -but the knowledge base is far-less

certain, and their practice requires even greater subtleties of skills, values,'

and_personal style than does basic patient care.

In all' of continuing-education fbr mental health the competencies

ALP
broader than in much of basic edubation.

'personality and - problem- solving behavi

are,

THe practitioner's valuet attitudes,

are as important as the knowledge and

skills to carry out specific tasks. The training then would seem to.require a

.much :more flexible and personalized.apprOach then inlmany other parts of 'adult

.,,

education.
.t-

)1%1(Jith this-background of the special 'needs and problems facing hh ield of

continuing'education for mental health the following material explores some of the!

,issues ggarding the uses of fixed curricula versus the uses of individualized

- -
educational, approaches in the continuing education process.

lf

4
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. CHARACTERISTICS OF. FIXED CURRICULA AND

INDIVIDUALIZED-LEARNING APPROACHES '

While there'is no firm dichotomy between a fixed curricular appro h to

9

education and an individualized learning approach, there are Characteristics of

each to b9 cansidered'in planning and conducting continuing education 'programs

in mental health.

.

'Me, classical fixed curriculum assumes that all learners are starting at

'the same level and that all learners must meet the specified objectives by the

end bf the instructional prograM. The instructor plans the inptructional.pro-
,

gram and evaluation proceduresso that they,can be clearly announced in advance.

t. -

There is tress- emphasis on individual,need and more on course objectives which:

-the class as a group 'is expected to' meet. The instructional' units

dardlzed,-and-the program is easy to .describel-fDr accreditation or administra-

are sten-

tive purposes.

The individualised learning approach may set similar overall objectives

to'those of, the fixe curriculum approach, but it attempts to assess the needs

and problems of each participant in reaching those objectit. It then evaluates

each learner's 'existing leicel of competence and the reasons for the gaps so that

an individualized training program can be planned which will help the learner

achieve the objectives in the-'areas in which he is founieto be defiCient.,,Since

it is often not clear at the start of a program just what each individual's

needs and problems are, the instructor must remain flexible to change his les

ro

15 16
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plan,to deal W.th newly emerging factors. Individuals are described as competent

when they can meetthe prevailitig'standard of performance for a particular

activity or function tegardless of the time'framebr fht instructional sequence

requiied.by the,learner to accomplish that level of competence.

Both approaches require three basic steps:

Identifying the behaviors of an effective worker in a given setting;

,Designing a program which produces these competencies;

Developing evaluation devices to 'ascertain whether' the iearner.has

attained the competencies.

4
The differenCes'aie in tht,fact that the,fixed curriculum approach is

standardized for all learners whereas the individualized learning approat

/

makes an additional at the start to ascertain the degree to which each
4

-

learner already,posseses the competencies and the problems he,ma- y encounter in
4

achieving the taginder. Instructional programs are then,designed to meet

those specific nieds of each individual learner.

The following section identifies some of the characteristics and indications

for the use of these approaches.

'FIXED CURRICULUM APPROACH

Appropriate for standardized
knowledge or skills.

Appropriate for subject-

cgnteied objectives.

Appropriate for externally
ordered objectives.

INDIVIeUALIZED*LEARNING APPROACH -

Learning Objectives

16

More useful when the objectiyes are
not specific behaviors but reflect
personal or orgapizaiional gr

More useful for problem, - centered .

objectives.

More appropri4d for,self-determined
objectives.

17 .
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r

FIXED CURRICULUM APPROACH

Often decreedby management
Or faculty.

Often related tp specific
tasks or behaviors.

r

,

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING APPROACH

-Assessment'of Need ;

Preferred fok.large groups.

Appropriate for several repe-
titions of the same material.

Often doneby self assessment and
learner preferences.

More often related to probletsand
modifications of problem behavioKs
rather than absolute behaviors.

Number of Learners
.

Preferred for small numbers.

e44Usefill for programs which must
be modified for each new group
of learners.

gature,of Learners

Useful when learners are a- t \ Useful when learners are at different
the same level oftraining, and levels of training and experiencel

'.experience.

More appropriate when all s . Prefgrable for leasers from various
leartereare frim.the samd

c

disciplines. ,

laiscipline. L

More appropriate when-learners
have similar. demographic

characterla tics (age, sex, .
race, marital status, etc.).

Learners are relatively pass

Preferable for learners with unlike
demographic chaiacteristics.

01*

Learners have active role-.

,

NatUre of the PrZlem,
to be Addressed

Appropriate when the problem
is a simple deficiency of
knowledge'or skill.

Appropriate when the problem
requires standardized
behaviors.'

4.

4

ti

More suitable when the problem
is defeCt°14, complex problem solving.
behdvioi.

More suitable-when the problem ,

requires personalized or speciality
tailored-behaviors.

17. 18



FIXED CURRICULUM APPROACH,-
N

'Easier.to obtain since the
approach is traditional and
businesslike.

Unit costs tend to be low and
uniform.

More 'easily funded if the
program is,to be repeated
seve,cal times.

sc.

Easy to accredit as it fits

classical. models.

*Appropriate when credentials,
are based on "hours."

Tend to be'-More "teacher"

oriented.

Tend to be academicians.

Tends to be structured and

didactic

Funding

)

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING APPROACH

,

May be diffiduli to fund if flexibl
pattern seems too soft-headed.

.

Unit costs may be high.

Agency may prefer if releed
.-time is flexible for each learner:-

employee.

Credentialing

4k-Flexible program is more difficult
to accredit -- especially when "hours"
are important.

Appropriate when credentials are-
.

based on demonstrated competence.

Instructors

'Tend td be more colleagual and
consultative.

II

Instruction

Tend to be praciltionets. otOr$N.
daministrators.

Tends to 'be -flexible and eXiiiriential.

_And4 to lig focused cin content.

Tends to be focused on class

.400egroup.-

Teather directs:learning:.

Tends to he focused on learner and
problems.'

Tends to be focused on individuals.

Teacher facilitates learning.

.18 19
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FIXED CURRICULUM APPROACH, INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING -APPROACH

Availability of Resources

,Edncational n$titutions nave
'aboratories, etc.

4which are assigned.

Most "teachers1' -feel comfortable
with traditional styles.

Depends 'on standard materials.

A

' Standard-lied tests are usually
used at fixed points in

. curriculum.

Assessment by teacher.

Evaluation

Learning resources are developed,
for choice by learners according
to need.

Requires sensitive and experienced
faculty.

Learners experience .is a rich
learning resource.

A

Dependson demonstration of competence
at the time.

0

Assessment by mutual evaluation
of evidence.

1r.
A

Malcolm Knowlea has used the term."andragogy" to refer to many of the

concepts described here as the individualized learning approach. He contrasts

andragogy with pedagogy which is the traditional form of teacher directed leagning.

1*
To a cbnsiderable degreespedagogy is the fixed curriculum approach: However,

there are some differences between the concepts of andragogy and the individualiZed

$

learning approach on one hand, and pedagogy and the fixed curriculum approach

_,o __the -other._ For one thing,there_is_no_implication -that-either the_fixed curri-

culum or. individualized learningis necessarily rented to chil4en or adults.

Norlis there necessarily any suggestion that eithe),s for mature or immature

learners.

Rather, the choices of one or the other approach, or some blend of the two,
(

depends on the nature of the problem and th&Circuqstances. A certain amount of

the traditional fixed curriculum approach is necessary to transmit standard bits

19
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.
t, of knowledge efficiently. It is also appropriate for many simple but standardized

skills. It is by far the _fastest method' for dispensing, a

matiOn* to a large number of people in a.shorttime. Thus

standard bit of infor-

it maikbe the approach

of, choice for such situations as teaching large number of staff persons.of an

agency about a new reorganization of-the agency orut the use oia new record-
.

keeping procedure which' is to be standardized throughout the organization. The

-instructor..provides the bulk of the infoimation, and the.learners are passive

recipients with little opportunity to contributeor to modify the course. They

have an opportunity to ask questions to be sure that they have understood the

material, but little else. It is assumed that the individuals will gear their

operations to the newknowledge and procedures so- there is little need to invite

the learners to be flexible in.the application of the kiibialdie to,the learners'
.

practices.

Often teaching by fixed curriculum is' appropriately used fbr presenting

background knowledge or theories, but 'then the method may shift to an individual-

ized learning apprgach Which allows the teacher and the., learner to be more

,

flexible in showing how this basic knowledge is to be applied to solve indi, vidual ,

practice problems.

a .
0 .

4 NorMally a participant in a professional continuing education program is well
. ,

.grounded in'the badic information and skills & his profession. Professional

continuing'education requires an element of flexibility to help the learner to

-4[040,0-

explore the application of new patterns of problem solving andservice delivery'
,.)

410056.
-4

to hiS Practice situation. This may require a time - extend or time-shortened
t

effOrt according to each learner's need. Each learner Must ve at his own pace

'

-c-,,, 6

because there is no specific relationship betweenthe learnerrs'achievement of

'

zo
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competence and the length of the course.

a

Competent performance "s'the goal of both approaches. The fixed curriculul

assumes that all learners in the-tlass are starting t the same point°and will
4 .

.. .

reach the specific objectives -at abOut tge.same time. Fat more,complex

problem-solving situations, a more individualized program -of- varying lengths may

be more appropriate. Each learner is evaluated by.tests of competence at the

. .

entry level, at specific points along theway and at exit. The more complex'the
. l

. , . .

behaviors involved in attaining competence from the learning situation, the-more
. /, ;

0 likely it is that an individualized learninglapproath:!/ts the method of choice.

s,- ,

This is not to say that individualized learning is without structure. Rather,
4 N .

it is a system whereby a program has flexibilitrto change the' time, format, or

methods to meet individual deeds.

21
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, PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FIXED CURRICULUM AND INDIVIDUALIZED

LEARNING APPROACHES

Both the fixed curriculum approach and the individualized learning approach

are appropriate for use in continuing education irf the field of mental health.

There has been a Tighg-standing acceptance of. the fixed curriculum approach in

such of.bagic professionaieducation for the ,ental health professions, and

this pattern tends to be carried over into continuing education. Because it is

well understood and accepted by academicians, accrediting bodies and funding

groUps, it is often the method of instruction which is chosen, even when a more

individualized learninrapproach would be more appropriate.

On the other hand, there are some passionate advocates of individuaamd-

learning who insist that true learning takes place.only with such approaches.

They would advocate this,method only for every situation, ,regardless of cost or

-

0 -. circumstance.

/
The answer lies somewhere between- these two extrales. Certain parts of any

worker's job require standardized knowledge and procedures which are perhaps

best learned through fixed curriculum approaches. For that pert of each worker's

01-

educational' need which is standar basic and-concrete, the fixed curriculum

approach is usually preferable. This is particularly likely to be the case with

content issues, such as regulations, record-keeping procedures, reportlng pro-

cedures and certain Seandardized'administrative matters. But it is also'true of
.N;

much clinical expertise, such as knowing the uses, dosages, and side effects of
c

-
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(

- the major tranquilizing or anti-depressant medibaiions or knowing the steps to

be taken in a behavioral therapy program. The fixed -curriculum approach is quite

appropriate for learning of standardized data or the mastery of skills related to

the use;of standatdized procedures.

-e

Much of the Work of mental health professionals related to interactions

,
0 . ,

..
, -

between the wbrker and his clients'or co-workers. The worker finds it necessary
.

.. . .
-

\to_nse,his or her personality to bring about changes in:the client.or the

.. .

community. While there is a substantial base of knowledge and skillg

..

:for working

.

,

with emotionally disturbed people, there are also many individualizedfactors in

the relationship between .a worker and client. In this respect menial health

workers diffei from those persons whose work is primarily withadata or things.

'Working-in therapeutic relationships with clients involves understanding one's

ovnvaluesy'personality, motivations, hang-ups andtInterpersdnal style, as well

as the application of bagic knowledge and skills. The skills must be somewhat,

modified to fit each practitioners

'Self-awareness alla the therapeutic use of self are best learnedf self are b

-flexible and highly personalized processes. Often the best learning processes

are experiential -- role playing, simulationi<yideotape playbacks, field work

with real clients and real communkties and individual counseling. These ex-

periential processes almost require an individualized learning approach.

The fact that thfs'learning must ,be individualized does,not mean that,the

learner should study in isolation. In most situations this is not desirable,

rather the learner should a participant in a small grou of learners who have

some of the same problems and'needs: In this way, t he dual learner more

24 24
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readily develops* an awareness of his unique'personaUty, values and style and

how he can best use them his work wiihclients or coileagnes'im ways Which.

are different fiom the other participatitt. 'Tt does mean, hoWever, that the

learning situation. must provide opportunities for each learner to experience

his own personality and values, as- we'll as to acquire the basic-kdpwledge add -'.

skills which'provide the ex4rnal content for the educational program:'

A 4

A common pattern is to -combine the two learning approaches by providing'-

"044,

both a fixed curriculum of didactic sessions and smaller grotip participation

sessions whe're,there Can be experiential learning and an opportunity for the ,

learhers p) explore hOW the new knowledge and skills can best be applied in
O

their personal situations. This combination'is particularly appropriate for

those educational programs which are intended to improve individual',4herapeutic

or administrativecompetencies as opposed to those which intend to convey very

specific and stindirdized knowledge and procedures.

While this providesan,ovepall guideline for deciding whether to use a

fixed-curriculum approach or an individualized learning approach for continuing

education programs in mental health, there are several practical considerations

which must be observed at various stages in planning and conducting any particu-,

.lar educational,offering.

ASSESSMENT OF NEEI3 FOR THE PROGRAM
.

Inyth fixed curriculum and individualized learning approaches the initial

assessment of needfor the program is done by whatever means are available and

appropriate -- surveys of the potential participants, committees of seleCted

representatives, judgments of supervisors, ordata from peer review or psychiatric

audit programs.

('
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If the analysis pf the need shows that the.learners_require'only, specific,

concrete knOwledge and standardiied skills, the planners will probably choose a

`-

0fixed curriculum apprw.h: Tffey-will spell oui.the,speoific learning. qbjectiyes,

0
'design the curriculum, recruit the faculty and make the arrangements fora timE

P
.

%

and filace., 0 ce all of this is done and the program is begun, there is likely
%. 0

to be litt14 modification.,,.

Im

How , if the analysis of need shows that the learners need to ihow how

better to apply clinical or administrative knowledge and skills which involve

using themselves as the agent of change, then there is, likely to be at least

. .

some planning for individualiied learning approacheb. The objectives, are set

-y in terms that, define the competencies to be achieved and a tentative format is

prepared including some specificddactic presentations and some smaller group

sessions which can be programmed flexibly as more individualized learning needs

fbecome apparent. The tentative schedules, faculty, and methods are, dentified,

and the program'is undertaken. However, once the prOgram starts, the instructors

use specialized techniques to further identify just where each participant
.4. .

erre y is in his attainment of those competencies and the problls which occur
, . .

.

in fully achieving them. These 'techniques may inclyde pencil and paper tests,

real ease presentations, or simulated case presentations to assess how each

.participant would presently' handle the situation and what probl,ems the learner

seems to have in doing better. It may>become apparent that the learners already

have sufficient knowledge and skills,hut they have personal value problems

(e.g., related to the chronically ill; or to alcoholics) which keep them from

,Working effectively with certain. clients.

. 26
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The overall learning experiences mutral be'mo4ified to Meet the

individualized need as determined at this point. Each learner will be given

experiences whichiare appropriate to meethds personal problemi and needs when-
.

ever possible. This approach requires considerable assessment time at the start '

of the program; but it is usually time well spent., Eyen after the program, is

undeAray, the instructors and the program director remain sensitive'to newly°

emerging needs of the learners and make necessary_ program modifications. This
o

is especiallydes Table in order-to detect individual personality and value con-

flicts which are likel to remain hidden at the time of the initial assessment

when the apparent needs Are likely to be for knowledge and skills.

SETTING PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Program objectives are likely to be easier to set for fixed curriculum

approaches. The knowledge to be acquired is USua3 quite basic and specific

and the ski" s are precise and standardized. It is relatively easy to set

b s to meet such specific targets. However, it is often much more diffi-

cult to spell out competency objectives related to effective clinical or admini-

,

strative.practice which involves an individual worker's style, values and

personality, as well as the acquisitidn of specific knoWledie and skills.

In both cases the objectives are set in precise and Measurable terms.,i.

They both include a body of knowledge and specific skills. In the fixed
...

. -

, curriculum approach the acquisition of knOwledge and the use of spedific skills.
.

d=, 9.

are likely to be the total thrust of the objectives. In the individualized

learning approach.there is usually an additional element which relates to the

'successful.application of the knOwledge and skills to practice situations.

" 27
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The objectives are modified for each participant in ordeto make them most

appropriate tothe practice problems of each practitioner. It.is often

4

necessary for the ov4t-all objectives of a program to be modified in some sisal--
,

.ficant way after the program gets under-way, but such a mOdifiCation shodld..be

.
. A

made only with the.pa rogticipation and agreement of the learne.
e..,

,

GAINING SA` CTIONS

The issue of gaining sanction 'from the organization which will sponsor

the continuing education program iscritical, whether the program is a short=

term workshop or an ongoIllis program over several weeks. There is likely to be

little difficulty in obtaining- sanction for a fixed curriculum approackbecaube

this fits the traditional beliefs of many educators that a respectable program

should have a definite format and structure.

.Objections tothe individualized learning approach arise from the flexible

objectives for each learner, from the fact' that the program lacks a "firm".

structure at the start, from the higher costs of individualized learning methods,

and from thelact(ihat there is no set time frame for the experience. There,also

may be objections from the university's point of view to using'some-faculty

persons from agency settings and relating the knowledge to practice situations

in which the'iffocedures anddbnirols must often be modified from the "ideal" to

what is practical. A few universities have policies which require that any con.\

tinuing educ tion programs sponsored by the university must -use university'

faculty and held in university facilities.

However, these restrictions are fast disappearing with the increasing resa-
t

, ,
zation that the major purpose-of continuing education is to improve the delivery

'

4
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of service to clients and",communities, not-just.to furnish knowledge.

/2

* .

,t ;
..

InCreasingly, Continuing education programs are being cosponsored by two
4

C

or-more component groups (e.g., the university and the.state mental health agency),.

-so -many of these objections can be 'overcome. Whether the-program emanates-from--

.a university, a professional society, a mental health agency or a private group,

there are likely to be interlocking relationships, such as joint assessment of

needs, subcontracts, purChase ofslots for selepte& employees, or stipends or
1

other forms of tuition suppoit, All of these are usually based on the need for

individual staff persons with competence in working in service delivery prograis.

With this viewpoint, it becomes much easier to accept the notion of individualized

learning approaches which will develop the requisite competencies as flexibly aS

possible, regardless of the sponsorship.
^}

-The criticism that Andividualizedjearning approaches lack fi5m objectives

0.

be overcame by emphasizing behavioral term's. The objectis of individualized
.

programs-have sometimes been stated in such soft terms that it appeared that tte

offering waS'a rather lazy, "do-your-,own-thidg" program, but the objeciivesnan

and should be stated in much firmer terms. Similarly, the instructional programs

should be provided with sufficient structure so that, the learners are not s%mply

floundering without ally specific plan Top learning. A few vocal exponents of the

,.-
"free" university concept in which each learner sets his own educationalprogram

have given the whole concept of individualized learning approaches a bad repute-
.

),

tion.with some administrators. ,Indi4idualized learning is not the same as the

"free" university with_its relative lack of structure.- .G , .
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The cost situation is a real obstacle because individualized learning

approaches focus on smallev,groups, and thus require more aculty. This need' for

more faculty can often' be met by using volunteer praCtitioners from the field

who often are pleased to do this and add a strong practical orientation at the

same time. Their instruction is carried out under the overaffirection of the

1

(

main faculty persons. Such arrangements often make the-entire program more

acceptable to those who must support it.

One criticism which is sometimes made of both approaches, but particularly

of individualized learning, is that the 'overall learning experience is too

narrow and limited and-that the learher does not receive sufficient cognitive

information to equip him to formulate the options for professional judgments.

This objection can be overcome by 'assuring that there is sufficient input of

knowledge, theory and facts ire the didactic portions of each program.

Another criticism which may be, made of both approaches is that therekis

little evidence that continuing education makes any difference in the way people

1
practice.,There surely is need for more research and evaluation of all kinds

of continuing education. However, there is increasing data to show that con-

tinuing education that is well done does, in fact, change practice behavior.

studies, medical audit prog ams and the like show that changes do

) occur. There is considerable evidence, however, that simply providing new infor-

mation and even new skills is not likelyto change behavior over any substantial

I ,

' period of time. In this regard,theindividualized learning approach.'s likely

to have at advantageover the.fixed.curriculum approach since it confronts the

affective issues (values, attitudes, personality) which are likely to be the `

mott potent resistances to change'in practice patterns..

.30
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FUNDING AND COSTING

a

.

Funding for continuing education may.be on a stable basis of organizational

support'from regular inatitutionalfunds,4or it may be based on income from
. .

fees'and subcontracts for individual programs. When the fundingpdepends on

individual participants' fees, the fixed curriculum approach is likely to -be

adirantageous since it can usualkyaccomodate mdlle enrollees with fewerft4sculty.,

The individualized learning, approach is likely to require a higher fee. The use

of some volunteer faculty will help in this regard. Individualized approaches

are likely to be well subscribed -- even at somewhat higher fees, if the promo-
,

4

tional materials make it clear that the,focus.is on improved effectiveness with

problems'in practice rather than ou just the acquisition of new knowledge and

skills. Agencies that_are providing the fees and expenses for staff persons are

especially more inclined to-support programs offered with this kind of objective.

Funding may be made somewhat more stable by use of subcontracts that spell

out the specific continuing education offerings to be provided over some period

of time along with the competencies to be attained. The most stable form of

funding is is the allocation of regular institutional or agency funds. This kind

of'financing,is especially desirable to support the dverall planning, development

and administration of a continuing education program, even if the support for

individual offerings depends on fees from participants. This is true for either

*.

traditional curriculum ox individualized learning approaches.

For any continuing education'sprogram it max .be pobsibie to -ehain funding
,

.

from 'grants, foundations, pharthaceutical firms, or book publishere. These

,
.

.
.

sources of fUnding are usually soft money in that they are limited, to a specific
, ,....,

program or to a specified time petiod. They often provide for flexibility'of
,. , , . t ,
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resources to allow for additional instructors or for more evaluation of whether

the,individlials have attained the expected competencies. As such-these soft"

monies may favor individualized approaches. However, some of these fudds should

also be used to" demonstrate,the impact of the learning. Only when the cost

..

effectiveness:of.continuing education and itsvarious approaches cansbe readily

demonstrated` will it/be easy to obtain hard money allocations for the'entire

4,

eddeavor.

The one measure on which thegindividualized learning approach is likely to

show ad advantage is in "Cost per competency" when the competencies are related

to skill in real life practice, but this is very difficult to measure. Much

more work is needed in measurement of cost effectiveness in continuing education

as well as in,Fall aspects of mental health practice. There is as,trong trend ,

to assure that all professional education, especially continuing education, will

improve the perforalance of the particip*ants in the delivery of services. When

,ad individualized.learnideprogtam can demonstrate to deals and agency heads_that

,LN

it does in fact make a difference in the way the learnets practice, it will be

relatively easy to sell the higher unit cost. In the meantime it will be very
,

helpful to document.,the needs'of the learners-and'-to show how the individualized'

\
' -

learning approach is structured to improve the participants' individual performances :4

through more targeted and personal attention.

PROMOTION'

In either fixed curriculum or individualized learning approaches to continuing

education there is a edrto,do considerable "marketing" in order to enroll

stificient participan s or to obtain contract arrannments fromageaqies or

1
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professional societies. The standard approach to promotion is to prepare-a

brochure describing.the program, its objectives, the tentative' agenda, the time

and place; the instructors and the costs. These are eithermIlled out to a

geiral mailing list or are more sharply directed to a selected group of potential

enrollees. Alrogram designed according to the fixed curriculum pattern lends

itself to a wide mailing kith the hope. that it will be chbsen by as many enrollees

as possible. The individualized learning approah generally seeks a smaller and

more selected group of enrollees so,that mailings of announcements are more

limited. lja some cases the promotion may be almost entirely by word of mouth

9

through personal letteri or negotiation with a few agency heads ro plan an enroll-

ment limited to that agency's staff members.
.

The announcements of individualized learning programs are more likely to

stress the objective of improving the effectiveness or efficiency of practitioners

in.:the delivery of services. rather than the acquisition of new knowledge or of

new skills. This should. generally be the objectivelof all continuing education,

but it is especially true of individualized learning appro'aches.

0

INSTRUCTION

....) . .

The instructional programs for both fixed curriculum,and individualized
, .

learning are likely to include some formal presentations of-cognitive material

0

through lectures, Films, videotapes, books and reference materials. In the

fiXed curriculum approach these are reqqired and standardizecf-fogll partici-

pants. In the individualized approach thespecific ,items and sequences may be

varied or omitted, or alternatives maybe suggested for individual partiCipants.

.

The content material tends to be the major focus of the fixed Curriculum

411....N
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method, while the major focus of individualized techniques is on thi learner

and his attainment of proficiency in specific, competencies as they will have to

beapplied in his personal practice setting: This requires a flexible kind of

instruction that in many ways is more like smh11 group counseling or consulta-
i

tion than the traditional large grOup instruction.

The fixed curridulum approach tends to'affirm the classical teacherpupil

relationship in which the teacher is the professor andlearners'are the students.

Many professional persons, who feel they are already reasonably accomplished

practitioners, resent being cast in the'role of pupil in a continuing education

program. The individualized learning approach, on. the other hand, tends to

.present the instructor as a consulting-expert who is working with the learners

who are colleagues in a problem -olving relationship. This is likely to be.far

more acceptable to most practitioners who recognize that they have problems in

making their work as effective as they would like and would prefer a consultative

relationship to help solve their problems father than a teacher-pupil relation-

ship.

fixed curriculum approach offers the same course of instruction to the

whole assemblage of learners while the individualized approach makes appropriate

variations in case examples, areas of emphasis and reference materials form

individual-participants.

In addition the individualized learning approach conducts more period

evaludtione ofq3erformance, and ends the course whenever the learners have

attained proficiency as defined in the objectives, While the fixed curriculum
A...,,

method continues the course until the final examination on the schedule

34
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termination date. If skillfully managed, periodic evaluations of performance'

can be made,an integral part of the individualized.incuctional program. They

'dO,:bot need to be structured as formal "tests" or "9xdbinations" which are likely

to,be-resented by professional practitioners.

at,

FACULTY

The choice of approach will'often determine the faculty to be chosen foi a

continuing education program. Many instructors are uncomfortable with one or

the other of the extreme patterns of instruction. ItAa-ptobably an error tK)

ask an instructor, no matter how competent he may be in his 'subject area, to

assume an instructional role in which he is uncomfortable. Many expert research-

?

ers are superb in making formal.pres ntations,'but they do poorlf as consultants

or counselors. It is probably bett r to use such persons as presenters for seg-

ments of a fixedurriculum program.

0, On the other hand, a person who is involved in a practice situation similar

to that of the learners is a colleague who can enhance, their profiatenCy while

not personally being able to claim anything like the expertise of the big name

researcher. In the assessmenrof needs, it may be very useful to ask local

practitioners' who among their own colleagues might serve as app priate faculty

persons to lead small groupsessiont under the individuelized'aPproach, Especial-

ly when the objectives are to. increase the practitione/Ils cOtagetence,in their

practice situation, the faculty should bemiersona,chosen on the basis of practice

expefience as swell as academic qualifications.

While special training through "faculty development" programs could improve

the instructional abilitylof any facultypersons,'it is also true that certain

35
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pptsbns are naturally more effective in working with mental heath professionals

in an Individualized learning. program. These persons may be found in publi-c and
, .

private universities, in state and local

state and local* pTesIdnal associations
..e

progiamimay want to maintain a resource f

agenci40;,in community colleges or in

. The director of a vpntinuing education

ile of "capability statements" reard

ing local persons who have such natural abilities in the general area of mental

4' health. The more effective programs are those,that use a blend of "experts"

c
aftd.local Persons from universitiesi colleges, agencies, or assoc

are known to be effective in translating the expert's knowledge to

.practitioners' situation. 2,

tions who

the lqgal

yiow

Evaluation studies have repeatedly shown the advisabilithaving handout

or reference materials available for continuing education programs regardless,

of the learning approach: There seems'to be some symbolic meaning,to the

learners to have such materials available. If nothing efse, this gives the

learner the feeling that there was some serious preparation and specific content

to be learned. This may represent a reaction to prbgrams that have, in fact,

been poorly prepared without specific objectives or structure, and in which the

k

learners felt lost.

EVALUATION,

.e

There are certain aspects'offtvaluatIon which should be carried out in
2

connection with any continuing education program regardless of. approach. These

are:

Analysi=s of the numbers of persons who participated,, their

.

demographic and prattice characteristics, the costSof the

36
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program, etc. These are basic evaluations of the

educational process rather than its outcomes, but they

are nonetheless useful.'

Analysis of the participants' judgment of ,the excellence

and, relevance of the presentations and instruction, the-

Usefulness of the materials and references, their satis-

IP faction with the meeting time(8) and'place(s), etc. These,

too, are evaluations of process, but also very useful.

%

The analysis of what theparticipants have learned
A

whether they have reached the ohilctives set for the

program.

In the Vxed curriculum approach this is usually done with an evaluation

of some kind at the end of the program. Because of the number of pAticipants

involved, it is likely to be a pen and paper test. However, it may also be a

performance test if the logistics permit. At 'any rate the competencies of a

fixed curriculum-program are almost always defined in terms of attainment of -

specific knowledge and skills in the test situation, but this is frequently not

A .

the same as the practice situation. If the learners have not "passed" by the

end of the courses,,there is no remedy except to repeat the course.

t .

..
f

.

In the individualized learning approach the participants are periodically.

.evalu against the objectives until thdir have attained.. the proficiency which



eak 1

was agreed on to be sufficient for_each individual atthe start of the program.

In many ways it holds greater ptomise
.

that the learners willIchieve satisfac-

tory competence proyided the objectivei have been clearly defined in a way

specific to their practice situations.

l '

At an advanced level, evaluation efforts should be-made

to assess whether the continuing education program has

4.

-made improvements in the way the participants actually

deliver services. This kind of evaluation is difficult

to dq and it requires-some systematic follow-up in the

practice situation. This maY' be done through/special

41

observer - interviewers; through follow-up mail or tele-

r

phone surveysl.through.auditing of clinical records .

(especially if. the clinical records are-initially used

to assess, the needs for the program); through judgments

of peers or supervisors; or through unobtrusive measures

such as changed patterns 8f referral or clinical manage-
r

gent. It is alo desirable to look for "side effects's!

of the continuing education, tht"is, effects that have

taken place,in'addition to those that were intended in

the original objectives. These side effectd may be

either beneficial or harmful.,

The major advaptage to the individualized learning approach in this stage
0,

of evaluation is that the objectives have usually been set in terms of profi-
,

cieney in the learner's practice situation.. There is a standard against which

38
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to evaluate the learner's

fixed curriculum approach

classroom competency, but

the individual's personal

'.°

GREDENTIALING

Credentialing must be given attention at two levgls: a) accreditatiRn of .

perforaance several weeks or months-later. In the-
-

40.

the objectives have usually been setin.terms of a

there is no'measure of how this will be practiced-in
'40 ,k "practice situation.A.

the continuing education program itsel-and b) awarding. of ceitificates and

"credits" to the individual participants. Since most credentialing of hIgher

'education$resently follows traditional curriculum notions, the fixed curriculum

approach tends'to be most easily accommodated to the established mechanism.

)7'

7.4
Program accreditation, whether for the system of Continiling'Eddeaion-..4 ,/,,' '_,-

_,:.0

Units or of Continuing Medical Education Hours .(of the American Medical ASsocia-
t

tion), depends on there being -an assessment of-needs, specific learning objectives,-

a firm instructional program and systematic evaluation of learning. The fixed

curriculum approach easily fits these criteria. The individualized learning

approach will generally also fit, but the flexible inatruc4ona1,plan and the

possibility,of modifying the objectives may upset some traditional accreditation

surveyors. On the other hand, the smaller faculty-learner ratios and the emphas4

on more frequent evaluation of proficiency.should be points'in Avor of this

approach.

In regard to awarding.certificates and appropriate credits to individuals,

'the fixed curriculum approach is.likely to present no problems. Each partici-

. pant must attend all of the hours of the course and is awarded a certificate

showing his total of Continuing Education Units or ContinuiyyMedical Education

3939
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hours. The individualized learning approach,*in contrast, depends on the

attaiamentloffrcompetence--not simply attending a fixed number of hours of in-

struction. Thus certain learners may complete the course in only one or two

,, .

Akat,sespionsybile otheis require several sessions. The usual answer to this
,.

,.,

'v

4situationns to award some previbusly negotiated number-.of hnuri-of credi,t
-4- -

.

5% Of
for the course regardless of hdig long it actually requires any particular learner

, . -.

to
,
achieve proficiency in the required competencies. What is really needed is

. T+

a system of certifying competencies rftther than hourdof'instruction but until

this is done, continuing education direCtors will have to work with existing

system.
.41

41
4

. .
In either case the agency which sponsors a continuing, education program-

should also have a system for 'keeping records of attendees,, course objectives,
. ,. ..-

. .44,

inatructore and credits awarded. §ince these records are now increasingly being
,

required by profesdignal societies, licensure boards and employing agencies, iti

idtimportant that appropriate records be kept. It would be most desirable that

these,recOrds,be compatible with each,other regardless of the sponsorship Or th

-\learning approach. In some geographic areas'the continuing education records
or .

might be centrally stored by one university or agency, but there is little

experience withwiih suCh a centralizedrecord-keeping arrangement so far.,

r
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SUMMARY

There is abundant literature ')on both
. *'-1

°learning approaches to education, largely
I.

fixed curriculum and individualized

froM,the field of education and related

to the teachinprofession. A, great deal is in the literature of educatiaal

psychology. The'followng are, some of the resources which may be useful' to -

continuing education leaders:

0

. Glick, Lester J. "Social Work Education: Traditional or
Competency Based?" A PresentaWn to the Annual Program
Meeting of the Council on Social Work'Education, 1974.

Knowles, Malcolm. Modern Practice of-Adult Education:
Andragogy Versus Pedagogy: City AssoCiation Press, 1970.

Phi Derta-Kappan. Special Issue of January, 1974, an
education journal devoted to competency-based education.

Trivett,,David A. Competency Programs in Higher
Education. Washington, D.C.: American Association of
Higher Education,. 1975.

fie.

The interest of mental health continuing educators in individualized learn-
\,

ing approaches has_been.stimulated by developments in the mental health-mental

retardation field which have made it clelr that traditional professional training
, . --_.d,

doesnot always provide-the woCker'with the knowledge, skills and attitudes which

are needed for a complex system of service 'delivery and administration. With
_ ..

Art., 01,

0

rapid social and technological changes, basic professional education soon becomes-
obsolete. Constant updating of both knowledge ond skills are required to meet

changing needs, but these needs manifest themselves in different ways for different

individuals depending on their, responsibilities.
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I

It is difficult for.basie-professional education to train people in'the.

mental health professions for all of the many special situation's they will face

in the world of...work. Individually oriented approaches to education have come

to.the.fore as a,method of equipping people to carry out their unique service

delivery functions.

There are certain standardized parts of the knowledge and skill base iiich

still lena themselves to traditional fixed curriculum approaches. These are most
s.

appropriate when 'the content of
.
material is rather standardized, when the number

,t

,-of learners ii large, and when the training program must be repeated several times
.1r.

and perhaps in several different places.

, '

are:

The major characteristics of the individual learning approach in education

.

The competencies to be learned are assesses individually for

each learner;

The objective are likely to have a strong affective aspect,
aas well,as knlledge and skills;

Learning is largely experiential;

Criteria'and levels of Performance are stated for each learner;

Flexibility of time and content are typical;

Programs are learner focused -- not teacher or content focused;

The teacher is a fedifitatoi and counselor;

The system is-based on achievement not activity or process.
,Cv '

These characteristics.make the 14ndividualized learning approach especially

suitable for much of mental health continuing education becauge programs can

be made relevant to each practitioner's piactice and his practice problems. The

0,
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tixed curriculum approach still has its,place irigetting standardized informa-

tion qbickly to large numbers of individuals.

Rertaps a mixture of fixed curriculum and individualized learning approaches

will be most' appropriate for tdst situations. This will provide a model that

can reach out quickly to large numbers of p?rtions and yet piovide the depth

and specificity 'to individuals with their unique needs. Such programs can

effectively blend ajaculty made up of university experta and persons Erom the

alfield of practice to help translate the new knowledge and techniques into real

life practice situations which take sense to the practitioners "in the field. 'It'

allows-for better interaction of all parties and for better feedback to the

educators about the real needs,and problems'they must address.

o

'Both approaches must be based on a thorough needs assessment and be related

to the service delivery system. The content-Qan be planned to meet client needs#

provider needs or agency,peeds, but all must be relAtedto the service delivery

system as it is.

The individualized learning approach to continuing education may be more

difficult to fit into the traditional educational system since it'does not

.,,,depehd on a fixed courseof instruction, a set number of instructional hours, etc.

Also it tends to be somewhat more expensive than the fiked curriculum approach

.., ,

because Of the smaller groups of learners. These guidelines have attempted to
..., ..

point. up the problems and, issues Ind suggest ways in which they can be solved

.
or modified in-order to meet the-continuing education needs of today's mental

-7

health workers at all levels.
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